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Huge gaps
in deafness
screening
for babies
By Gemma Davidson
HUNDREDS of parents may not realise
their babies are deaf because they are
not given adequate hearing tests, a
recent report has revealed.
Many children risk not being diagnosed until they are toddlers, delaying
development and putting emotional
health at risk.
Babies in London reportedly get the
worst hearing care in the country, with
50% of all newborns missing out on
referral tests following the initial
screening diagnosis.
Statistics published in November in
the London Special Health Authority’s
Quality Assurance Report 2006-08 by
the NHS Newborn Hearing Screening
Programme, revealed a huge variation
in the quality of the screening programme across London boroughs.

Parents whose children are diagnosed with hearing problems also face
prolonged delays and problems getting
help, the report found.
Across London, only 11 of the 31
primary care trusts hit the target for
screening 98% of babies. Most parents
then had to wait more than six weeks
for follow-up tests. The report criticised
the leadership of London’s screening
programme as not ‘fit for purpose’.
All babies should be given a routine hearing test before they are four
weeks old as part of a screening programme introduced in 2006. If problems are detected, parents should then
get an appointment with an audiologist
and follow up tests.
But the report found many have been
missing out. In the last year alone
140 children should statistically have
been diagnosed as deaf, but only 72

Loving care: but a report says 60-70 deaf babies a year have a diagnosis missed at birth
cases were reported. The report said:
‘The risks are that maybe 60-70 deaf
children per year are missed and have
reduced life chances.’
The best performing English regions
were the South-west, Yorkshire and
the Humber and the North-east.
One in every 842 babies is born with
permanent hearing difficulties. Late
diagnosis can lead to major problems.
An undiagnosed deaf child aged three
will only know 25 words, compared to
700 for a hearing child.

The National Deaf Children’s Society has called for an overhaul of the
system. Suzanne Sibillin, director for
London, said: ‘The NHS must take urgent action to ensure that all newborn
babies benefit from screening and the
appropriate aftercare.’
London’s chief nurse Trish MorrisThompson said: ‘We welcome [this
report] as it gives us a clear picture of
where we are so we can move forward.’
See p4 for more on the report

Firm’s doggy gift doubles

Puppy love: Alice Paine and Martin Gentle with their latest hearing dog recruits

A HIGH street firm has donated
£5,000 to a charity, then had the
amount doubled by The Big Give website.
The Hearing Company made the donation to Hearing Dogs for Deaf People, then had this matched via The Big
Give. The charity is now set to benefit
from £10,000 – enough to support two
hearing dogs through their training.
Alice Paine, Hearing Dogs’ major
donor manager, told Hearing Times:

‘We knew the Big Give had received
£1m from the Reed Foundation, with
which they would be matching individual donations of up to £5,000 made to
charities registered with the Big Give
website from 1 December.
‘Martin Gentle, who is the marketing manager at The Hearing Company,
read about the Big Give in our December newsletter. He immediately saw
the potential to double their donation
thanks to the Big Give,’ she said.

What the problems with NHS hearing test mean on the ground – page 4

Hearing group holds
theatrical tea dance
2 News

By Gemma Davidson
A HEARING support group had some
unlikely visitors to its annual festive tea dance – in the form of Prince
Charming, a fairy and Father Christmas!
Suffolk Hearing Support Service held
the Christmas party for its members,
both deaf and hearing, to celebrate
the success of its previous tea dances.
Stars of the local pantomime production Cinderella joined in the festivities at the group’s centre in Ipswich,
where members also enjoyed festive
food and drink.
Marie Waller, pictured centre, who
organised the event, said she was very
happy with the turn-out. ‘Everyone
seems to be enjoying themselves and
dancing with each other,’ she said.
‘We’ve only been holding the dances
for 18 months but already they are
proving to be very popular among all
of our members,’ she added.
The tea dances are the brainchild of
one of the volunteers, Tom ,pictured
in Father Christmas costume, who is a
keen dancer and, along with his wife
Mary, thought a regular dance afternoon would be a nice way for mem-

Glittering ball: Cinderella actors add glitz to this year’s Christmas tea dance in Suffolk
and sign-language lessons, which
local Police Community Support Officer
Kevin Smith, pictured far left, attends
regularly.
‘I’ve been learning sign language for
a few months now,’ Kevin told Hearing
Times. ‘Everyone here is very encouraging, and it’s useful for me when communicating with deaf people in my job.’

bers to socialise with each other, as
well as stay fit and active.
Suffolk Hearing Support Service
helps around 5,000 people a year.
They offer a range of services, from
one-to-one counselling, to demonstrating and selling hearing equipment.
The centre also offers lip-reading

HEARING Dogs for Deaf People is
inviting applications from families in
Derbyshire, Lancashire, Lincolnshire
and Yorkshire to take part in their pilot
project placing ‘team’ hearing dogs
with deaf children.
The charity has been training dogs
for deaf adults since 1982 and is now
extending its work to assist deaf children aged six to 11.
The practical, emotional and social
benefits of a hearing dog are well
documented, and the charity hopes its
two-year pilot study will demonstrate
similar advantages for deaf children.
Project leader Jan Smith told Hearing Times: ‘By performing practical
tasks such as alerting to the alarm
clock, responding to danger sounds,
and carrying notes between the deaf
child and family members – a team
hearing dog can improve a child’s
independence, confidence and communication skills.
‘We believe it could also have a
positive effect on a child’s self-esteem
and social interaction. Certainly, current programmes that place dogs with
children are reporting huge changes in
their development and we anticipate
that deaf children may benefit in the
same way.’
Jason, 10, is one of the first deaf
children in the country to experience
the benefits a team hearing dog can
bring. Since taking Violet home with
them earlier this month, Jason’s mum
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Could your child benefit from the
independence a hearing dog brings?

Hearing dog Violet has made a big difference to Jason’s life in just one month
Michelle reports that Jason has started
to sleep with his door shut and light
switched off – something he has never
done before.
Violet has been trained to alert Jason
to sounds by nudging him gently with
her nose, then leading him to the
source of the sound. For danger signals she will nudge and then drop to
the floor to indicate danger. When out
and about with the family she wears
her burgundy Hearing Dogs jacket and
two leads: one held by Jason and the
other by one of his parents.
Her jacket helps to break down the
barriers and isolation that many deaf
children face due to their ‘invisible’
disability. The two leads give Jason a
degree of autonomy while keeping

him safe and close to his parents.
Mum Michelle says: ‘Violet has
bonded really well with Jason, to the
extent that when he’s on his trampoline in the garden, she wants to be on
there with him! I explained to Jason
that this wasn’t safe for Violet, but one
of the tasks she has been trained to
do involves carrying a purse containing a note and taking it to Jason.
‘When he was bouncing on the
trampoline, Violet had to work out how
to get his attention. She confidently
jumped onto the trampoline and lay
flat, which deadened the bounce and
brought Jason to a halt. Jason then
sat with Violet on the trampoline while
he read the note and wrote the reply,
sending it back to me via “special
delivery” – sweet little Violet!’
Jason himself is delighted with his
new friend, saying: ‘I love Violet, me
before by self no play with nothing to
do. Me sad. Now me happy, me play
Violet!’
The Charity is looking for 12 families
for the pilot project, preferably with a
child aged between six and 11 who:
has a severe or profound hearing loss;
lives with hearing parents or guardians, and where there are no other
dogs in the household.
If you would like to take part, contact Steph Botham on 01759 322299
or steph.botham@hearingdogs.org.
uk or visit www.hearingdogs.org.uk/
dogs_team_dogs.php
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Housing
scheme for
signing users
gets a name
A PURPOSE-built housing scheme for
deaf sign language users has been officially named.
Dimmock House in the New Forest,
the only one of its kind in Hampshire,
was named after Arthur Dimmock as
he was a well-known and respected
member of the deaf community.
Arthur believed strongly in the rights
of deaf people and throughout his life
campaigned for improved education
and life opportunities. He was president of the National Union of the Deaf
and the British Deaf History Society.
The naming ceremony was conducted by Arthur’s daughter Cassandra
Turk, who spoke passionately about
her father and the work he did to support deaf people throughout his life.
The property has been home to
three deaf sign language users for
just over a year now. Each resident
has their own individual bedroom and
bathroom; while they share a kitchen,
lounge and utility room.
Resident Sam Faithful, who previously lived with her parents before
moving to Dimmock House, explains:
‘I am happy to live in this beautiful house and also make many new
friends. Everyday there is something
to do, from going to college to cooking, keeping fit and housework, teaching me lots of new things.
‘We would not be living here if it
wasn’t for all the staff and managers;
thank you all,’ she added.
Dimmock House was developed by
First Atlantic Housing, part of the First
Wessex Housing Group, in partnership with Hampshire County Council’s
Adult Services Department, Glyn Ltd
and New Forest District Council. The
scheme is managed by Glyn Ltd, which
provides specialist care and support
for the residents.
Peter Walters, chief executive of
First Wessex Housing Group, said: ‘It
has been a privilege to be involved in
such a unique scheme which has given
our residents the opportunity to live
independently.’

How to contact us
We would like to know what you
think of Hearing Times!
If you have any comments or
questions, or have a story you
would like to tell us about, please
let us know.
Email:
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
Phone: 0845 2930688
Web: www.hearingtimes.co.uk
Write to: Hearing Times Ltd
The Lansbury Estate
102 Lower Guildford Road
Woking
Surrey, GU21 2EP
We look forward to hearing
from you!

Parky backs bid to
support deaf kids
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Talk-show king supports grandparent initiative

Valerie Copenhagen, NDCS All
Together Project Manager, said that
there is generally a lack of support
available to grandparents in order to
help them build strong relationships
with their deaf grandchildren.
The project will also help fathers and
siblings of deaf children and there are
a number of ways for all three genera
tion groups to take part.
‘Over the next two years, the All
Together project will produce a range
of essential new resources that aim to
provide these groups with the support
and encouragement they need to help
the deaf child in their family,’ Copen
hagen said.

The project will begin with consulta
tions with grandfathers and siblings to
identify their unique information and
support needs. The findings will build
on the society’s previous, governmentfunded work with fathers of deaf
children, and will be published on this
webpage later this year.
As well as this, three brand new
information booklets and an accom
panying DVD/CD-Rom will be devel
oped as part of the project. They will
be written and presented by fathers,
grandfathers and siblings themselves
in order to pass on support and en
couragement to other families of deaf
children.
The project will also support the
production of an online toolkit for
NDCS local groups and other com
munity organisations to help them
develop community based support for
fathers, grandfathers and siblings in
their areas.
NDCS are looking for dads, grand
parents and siblings of deaf children to
get involved. So if you are interested,
or would like to find out more about
the All Together project, please con
tact: Valerie Copenhagen, All Together
Project Manager, NDCS, 15 Dufferin
Street, London, EC1Y 8UR. Email:
valeria.copenhagen@ncds.org.uk.
Tel: 020 7490 8656 (voice/text)

place for Lloyd at a specialist school.
They turned for help to NDCS Family
Officer in Wales, who visited them and
helped them to make the appropriate
applications and write letters to the
key people in their local authority.
Eventually, Lloyd secured a place at
a specialist boarding school in Brigh
ton, Sussex, where he completed his
secondary education.
The 20-year-old is now studying
photography and hopes to go to
university. His father says Lloyd was
lucky to have come across profession
als who tackled effectively the bullying
his son had been facing at school.
Angela Deckett, NDCS education,
health, social care projects officer,
says: ‘We know that deaf children are
at a far higher risk of developing men
tal illness than their hearing peers.
‘If a deaf child is bullied, they may
find it difficult to understand what is
happening and how to get help. It is
therefore crucial deaf children and
young people are equipped with the
appropriate knowledge and skills to

avoid being bullied and deal with any
situations that may arise.’
‘NDCS is committed to supporting
deaf children and young people direct
ly, as well as through their families.
Whilst there is plenty of information
out there for parents and professionals
about bullying, we found there is a
severe lack of resources for deaf chil
dren and young people themselves.
‘Don’t put up with it is aimed directly
at deaf young people to ensure they
are equipped with the information
they need to understand the issue of
bullying and how to say no to bullies.
No one should put up with bullying
and there are ways it can be stopped,’
she added.
The free booklet includes definitions
on what bullying is, how it can affect
young people, what they can do about
it, and how other people can help.
To order a copy of Don’t put up with
it, call the NDCS Freephone helpline
on 0808 800 8880 or email helpline@
ndcs.org.uk. You can also find further
information at www.ndcs.org.uk
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WORLD-famous TV interviewer and
personality Sir Michael Parkinson is
calling on grandparents of deaf chil
dren in England to take part in a sup
port project to form stronger bonds
with the deaf child in their family.
During the two-year All Together
project, run by the National Deaf
Children’s Society (NDCS), grandpar
ents from across England are being
asked to share their experiences of
having a deaf child in their family, and
contribute to new resources that will
help other people in this situation. The
project is being funded by the National
Lottery through the Big Lottery Fund.
‘As a grandfather to eight wonderful
children, I know how important it is
to be able to communicate with them
– that’s why we have such a good
relationship,’ Sir Michael explained.
‘If they were deaf, it could be a
struggle to communicate with them,
and therefore hard for me to help
them learn about the world.
‘It is great that the NDCS All Together project will support grandparents
with deaf grandchildren, and that they
can take part in a number of exciting
ways,’ he added.
‘I am thrilled to be backing this
important project, and grandparents
across England should get involved
today!’

Parky but warm: Sir Michael Parkinson

Mental ills of bullied deaf kids
THE NDCS has launched a campaign
to highlight the continuing problems
faced by deaf children and young
people who are bullied at school.
A booklet entitled Don’t put up with
it was launched at the end of Nov
ember by NDCS to ensure deaf and
young people are equipped with the
information they need to spot the
signs of bullying, and how to cope if it
happens to them. Its publication was
timed to follow National Anti-Bullying
Week in November.
Lloyd Miller, a deaf young man from
Newport, Wales, was bullied relent
lessly from day one when he started
a secondary school at the age of 12.
‘Every day he was beaten up by other
boys,’ explains Lloyd’s father, David.
‘It was unusual for him to come
home without an injury. Most days he
was kicked or punched. At that time
going to school was simply a battle
of survival for Lloyd; education didn’t
come into it.’
After a year of struggling with bullies
at school, the family decided to find a

THERE is still time to sign up for one of NDCS’s Challenges.
Registration is still open for the Cycle Chile to Argentina Challenge, which takes place on the 26 February
to 8 March. Cycling through a truly spectacular route,
passing huge lakes, snow-capped volcanoes, rainforest,

waterfalls, woods and hot-springs. Cycling through the
Andes, you will experience dramatic landscapes, traditional customs and a vibrantly passionate culture. The
ride culminates in Buenos Aires, Argentina’s capital. Or
you could try the Cycle South Africa Challenge, taking
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Film-maker
teams up
with NDCS

THE team behind the unique film proj
ect ’Dummy Jim’ have teamed up with
the National Deaf Children’s Society
(NDCS).
The team, who are raising funds to
make a film about a deaf explorer,
will be donating two per cent of funds
raised to NDCS drama workshops for
deaf children and young people.
Edinburgh-based filmmaker Matt
Hulse has embarked on making a
feature movie based on a journal pub
lished in 1957 called I cycled into the
Arctic Circle.
The journal tells a story of a pro
foundly deaf James Duthie, known
as ‘Dummy Jim’, who travelled 3,000
miles on his bike in 1951, from his
village in Scotland via France to the
Arctic Circle.
The movie-maker is raising funds to
complete the project and two per cent
of each individual donation raised will
go towards NDCS drama workshops
for deaf children and young people.
The film director is appealing to
people who believe in unique, innova
tive and independent films to support
the project.
‘Dummy Jim’ has already attracted
support from Jerwood Charitable
Foundation. Well-known BBC Switch
actor Samuel Dore had been cast in
the lead role.
Matt Hulse explains: ‘James “Dum
my Jim” Duthie had a real affinity with
children, both deaf and hearing. He
was concerned with their welfare, both
in the UK and overseas, and shared
with children a genuine, open-hearted
curiosity about the world around him.
‘It’s particularly appropriate there
fore that the partnership is with a
charity who shares the same interest
in the welfare of children.’
‘This partnership [with NDCS] is of
immense value to us. The support of a
well-established and respected charity
sends out a clear message of valida
tion and goodwill towards Dummy Jim.
‘We look forward to developing the
relationship with NDCS and helping
raise money to support both the char
ity’s work and the making of our film.’
Ruth Couthino, NDCS Development
Manager, adds: ‘We are pleased to
have become a charity partner for the
“Dummy Jim” movie and are grateful
to the team for supporting our arts
projects for deaf children and young
people.’
‘Access to the arts is extremely imp
ortant for deaf children. The opportu
nity to express themselves through a
variety of creative forms can help deaf
children develop their self-confidence,
emotional intelligence, and conceptual
understanding.’
An interactive website has been
created (www.dummyjim.com) in
advance of a feature film to give visi
tors a chance to explore some of the
highlights of Duthie’s journey.

place between 7 and 17 March. The aim then is to reach
the most southerly point in Africa at Cape Agulhas and
the most south west point at the Cape of Good Hope. If
cycling is not for you, you could always Trek Nepal
(14-24 March) or Trek New Zealand (28 March-8 April).

Screening
boss admits
failures in
the system
4 News
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Joshua and Dominic Baker: although both deaf, Joshua (left) was not tested at birth

Anguish of one family shows importance of hearing tests at birth
By Gemma Davidson

Commenting on the reports, Professor Adrian Davis, Director of the
NHS Newborn Hearing Screening
Programme, said: ‘We have set standards for local providers to ensure
babies and their families are receiving
a quality service, but in some cases,
particularly in London, PCTs are failing
to meet those standards. That is unacceptable and requires urgent attention
and action.
‘The newborn screening test and
follow-up audiological assessment
have many advantages over the test
used previously but these advantages
are lost if local services do not deliver
on quality. Some PCTs are failing deaf
children and their families. An estimated half of babies with permanent
childhood deafness born in London
may not be being identified.
‘Responsibility for providing a quality local service lies with managers
and commissioners and they really do
need to take a long hard look at hearing screening and paediatric audiology
services in their area to ensure deaf
children and their families are getting
the support they need and deserve,’

Professor Davis added.
‘We look back now, when we see
Amanda Barker, of Sandbach,
how well both boys are doing and
Cheshire, is mother to two profoundly
realise how wrong we were. What it
deaf sons: Joshua, now nine, born bewas was the start of a long, hard and
fore the screening was introduced, and
emotional, but very rewarding journey.
Dominic, now six, who was screened.
We knew nothing about deafness but
‘When Josh was born
became very quick
we had no reason to
learners!’
Your Baby’s
YourHearing
baby’s hearing
believe that there was
Josh was fitted
Screening Testscreening test
anything wrong with
with
hearing aids
Your baby will be offered a series of routine health
In the first few weeks of your baby’s life, you will be
checksoffered
in the first
few routine
weeks of
life. This
will
a –a
another
health
check
forinclude
your baby
his hearing,’ Amanda
within
two weeks, but
hearinghearing
screening
test. The
testThe
uses
quick
simple
screening
test.
test
usesand
quick
and simple
methodsmethods
to checktothe
hearing
of all newborn
babies. babies.
check
the hearing
of all newborn
told Hearing Times.
Amanda still feels that
“The test is straightforward
‘He failed the disbecause he wasn’t
and quick. She slept right
through it.”
traction test at seven
screened immediately
(Mother of screened baby)
months and again at
after birth he missed
nine months, but I
out on 18 months of
thought it was a silly
hearing.
test anyway, not very
When Amanda was
scientific or reliable,’
pregnant with Domishe added.
nic in 2002, investiIt wasn’t until Josh
gations showed that
was 18 months old
Josh had a Mondini
that he was diagnosed
defect with a probas profoundly deaf as
able link to Pendred’s
a result of a mixed
syndrome, a major
conductive and senThe Department of Health is running cause of congenital
sory neural loss.
deafness, although
a campaign to promote screening
‘We felt that it was
this link hasn’t been
the end of our world;
confirmed.
that Josh would never be able to
This type of hearing loss is associspeak to us, that he would have to go
ated with a fluctuating loss and a
to a special school and that he would
probable deterioration over time. Spenever be able to follow in his daddy’s
cialists recommended that Dominic be
footsteps and be a pilot,’
tested for hearing loss straight away.
admits Amanda.
‘When Dom was born, because of

the genetic link and the introduction
of newborn hearing screening in our
area, he was tested at two days old
and the ABR (Auditory Brainstem Response) test showed that he too was
profoundly deaf,’ Amanda explains.
Dominic was issued with his first
body worn hearing aids aged eight
weeks, and moved on to BTE (behind
the ear) aids at five months.
By now, Josh had received a cochlear
implant and was getting on very well
with it. Dominic was referred for an
implant much earlier and was fitted
just before his second birthday.
‘Before his implant he had very few
words and now you just can’t shut him
up!’ Amanda explains.
‘He is a real character who will talk
to anyone and everyone. He loves
anything to do with tractors, trains,
lorries, football and his big brother.
The bond between him and Josh is
very special and it is wonderful to hear
them talking to each other and even
arguing.’
Amanda is urging all new parents to
have their baby screened. ‘Go for the
test, and make sure you are well informed about everything, including the
importance of the follow-up appointments,’ she advises.
n To view the reports, please visit
http://hearing.screening.nhs.uk/
QA_Reports

HEARING dogs in training are now
able to experience train travel thanks
to a generous donation from a northern rail service.
First TransPennine Express trains
have donated four rail passes to Hearing Dogs for Deaf People, allowing
them free travel on the network, helping the Charity socialise their puppies
and dogs in training.
A vital part of a hearing dog’s training involves socialising the young
recruits to everyday experiences,
including different modes of transport.
A hearing dog recipient may well use
trains regularly, so their dog needs to
be confident in such an environment.
As part of the Disability Discrimination Act all train operators are
required by law to accept assistance

dogs, including hearing dogs, on their
trains. However, the law doesn’t apply
to assistance dogs in training. First
TransPennine Express trains not only
happily welcome dogs in training,
but are positively encouraging it by
generously presenting these passes to
Hearing Dogs.
Yvonne Daykin, area performance
manager for First TransPennine Express, visited Hearing Dogs northern
training centre in Bielby, Yorkshire, to
present the passes and to meet some
of the young dogs currently in training.
Yvonne also met Coco, a rescue poodle, who demonstrated how hearing
dogs alert their deaf owners to various household sounds. Yvonne says:
‘We are very keen to help as rail travel
does provide a way for many people to

make journeys that may be difficult by
other means.
‘This initiative is a great way of making a real difference and we are very
pleased to support the training and
welcome hearing dogs on board our
trains.’
Karen Milsom, training and socialising manager for Hearing Dogs’
northern training centre, accepted the
passes of behalf of the Charity. She
explains how the passes will be of use:
‘Hearing Dogs trainers not only teach
young dogs to recognise and alert to
household sounds, but they also need
to ensure the dogs are confident and
happy in any potential environments
they may experience when out working with their deaf recipient.
‘Having this permanent access to

trains will be hugely beneficial during
the dogs’ training and socialisation
period.
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People has
two training centres – its headquarters in south Buckinghamshire and its
northern training centre in Yorkshire.
Hearing dogs are trained to alert by
touch, using a paw to gain attention
and then leading back to the sound
source. For sounds such as the smoke
alarm and fire alarm, the dogs will lie
down to indicate danger.
The dogs themselves vary from
the largest, scruffiest mongrel to the
smallest pedigree but they are all
easily recognisable by their distinctive
burgundy jacket and lead slips, which
also helps to identify the recipient’s
otherwise ‘invisible’ disability.

NEWBORNS are missing out on
vital hearing tests thanks to blundering local PCTs, according to a
report published by the NHS
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Hearing dogs all aboard for ‘training days’

Citizens advice unveils
BSL video on YouTube
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A NATIONAL charity has launched its
first ever YouTube advice video for the
deaf community, making it easier for
people to access information via the
web.
Citizen’s Advice launched the service
in November in British Sign Language
(BSL) and also with subtitles with the
help of a profoundly deaf Bureau adviser, Ernesto Beuno Del Carpio.
The first four-minute long film is a
basic introduction to what the Citizen’s
Advice Bureau (CAB) does and how it
can help advise on a range of topics
from debt to discrimination issues.
Ernesto, from Wolverhampton, said
the video was an important step in
reaching the Deaf Community.

‘We made this film because we
wanted to make sure the Citizen’s
Advice Service had a presence on the
internet and specifically for the deaf
community,’ he said.
‘It is for people who do not necessarily get access to advice from broadcast mediums such as TV and radio,’
he added.
In the video, Ernesto talks about
general debt advice and how to find
your local CAB. He also talks about the
difficulties some people in the Deaf
Community experience in getting advice, particularly on discrimination.
‘A lot of deaf people have no promotion prospects – they spend many
years in the same role,’ he explains.

‘Very often I see deaf clients who are
frustrated in the workplace. They face
discrimination as employers refuse to
provide a sign language interpreter.
Some deaf people do not know it is
their right under the Disability Discrimination Act that an employer
should provide access to meetings,
training courses.’
Citizens Advice is committed to making its services of free, independent
impartial advice available to as many
people around England and Wales.
Many bureaux have a mini com service
and over 300 have an induction loop.
While a permanent signing interpreter may not be present, many in
a bureaux offer access to a signed

language interpreter.
Ali Harris, programme manager for
equality and diversity at CAB, said:
’It is important that Deaf people and
those with hearing impairments feel
able to use their local bureau and get
advice, whatever their problem.’
The video is be available at
uk.youtube.com/CitizensAdvice and on
the CAB website, www.citizensadvice.
org/what_we_do_how_we_help.
If you are deaf, and need free independent, impartial advice from Citizens
Advice, or want to volunteer, you can
find information about your local Citizens Advice at your local library, and
online at www.citizensadvice.org.uk.
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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15-year-old
student wins
fastest finger
competition

Hands on: the famous Trafalgar Square Christmas tree provided the backdrop of the concert where carols and songs were signed

Christmas signed concert pulls in
money to benefit deaf children

THE FAMOUS Christmas tree in Trafalgar Square was the setting of a very
unique carol service over the festive
period.
National Deaf Children’s Society
(NDCS) held the signed Christmas
carol event to raise funds for their
work on 8 December.
NDCS staff members joined in signing along to Rudolph the Red Nosed
Reindeer and other Christmas songs
and carols.
The fundraising event was filmed by
BBC 2’s See Hear programme and an

impressive amount of £467.58 was
raised during the hour-long concert.
The funds will support NDCS’s on
going work in aid of deaf children and
young people in the UK.
Tyron Woolfe, deputy director of UK
Services and initiator of the event,
told Hearing Times: ‘Signing Christmas
carols by the tree in Trafalgar Square
is a celebration that ignites the spirits
of goodwill at this festive time.
‘The event has brought deaf and
hearing people together, raising deaf
awareness and valuable funds for the

charity. Since NDCS is supported entirely through public donations, none
of our ongoing work would be possible
without the generosity of individuals
who sympathise with our cause.
NDCS is a national charity providing
support and services that transform
the lives of deaf children and their
families. Ninety per cent of deaf children are born to hearing parents and
struggle to communicate with their
family and peers. NDCS helps them
engage fully with the world around
them and to reach their full potential.

A STUDENT form Mary Hare School
has been recognised by the Guiness
Book of Records for a rather unusual
feat.
Thomas McWhinney won the title
of Fastest Fingerspeller of the British
Sign Language (BSL) manual alphabet.
The 15-year-old achieved the record
by fingerspelling the manual alphabet
in 4 seconds and 18 frames at the Hot
Fingers competition in London during
August 2008.
Thomas was presented with the
Guinness certificate on 12 November
2008 and was featured on BBC2’s See
Hear programme.
The competition raised £1,000 for a
fund set up to benefit the organiser’s
deaf friend in Albania.
Mary Hare School is a non-maintained special school providing for profoundly and severely deaf children and
young people from all over the UK.
Pupils’ fees are paid for by the Local
Education Authority where they live.
The Mary Hare Foundation is a
separate registered charity (number
1002680) that has been established to
raise funds for the work of Mary Hare,
and depends on the support of donations, grants and other fundraising
activities to develop their work.

Call to add deaf awareness skills to medical training
MEDICAL students should know how to
communicate better with deaf people
and the hard of hearing, the British
Medical Journal argues.
Article author Michael Paddock,
from King’s College London School of
Medicine, says doctors lack basic deaf

awareness skills so appropriate communication support is not available
for patients with hearing problems.
He calls for these skills to be added to
the medical curriculum to ensure deaf
patients do not experience restricted
access to essential health services.

It is argued that 70% of deaf patients are not given interpreters in
A&E, and 28% of deaf people avoid
going to see their general practitioner
because of communication problems.
If the undergraduate medical curriculum is to produce competent

physicians who ‘listen to patients and
respond to their concerns and preferences’ and ‘give patients the information they want or need in a way they
can understand’, then other medical
schools must follow King’s College’s
example, Mr Paddock added.

Kellie’s a hit at her
first modelling job
6 News

KELLIE Moody, former Miss Deaf UK
and semi-finalist on the BBC Three
programme Britain’s Missing Top
Model faced her first modelling assignment in November as the face of
Siemens Hearing Instruments at the
British Academy of Audiology conference in Liverpool.
Kellie, who was born with a severe
hearing loss, also hosted a speaking session at the event to discuss
her experiences of growing up with
hearing loss and highlight what can
be done to overturn the stigma that
still surrounds it in working and social
environments.
‘Being told you can’t achieve your
ambitions has made me more determined to fulfil my aspirations,’ Kellie
told Hearing Times.
‘My hearing aids are my contact
with the hearing world,’ states Kellie
who was recently fitted with Siemens
Hearing Instruments’ binaural REFLEX
DSPs.
‘My new hearing instruments are
brilliant and mean that I can now hear
sounds much louder, plus with the
latest technology I’m able to focus on
a conversation with background noise

automatically reduced,’ she explains.
‘I had several problems with my old
hearing aids which whistled constantly
and it was very difficult to hear a oneto-one conversation in a noisy environment. They were also very unattractive and didn’t make me feel very
feminine.’
Speaking about her life before she
was fitted with her new hearing aids,
Kellie reveals how unhappy she was,
and that she suffered at the hands of
bullies while at school.
‘The kids at school called me lame,’
admits Kellie. ‘They were very mean
and they often made fun of me for
wearing hearing aids.’
Kellie didn’t like wearing the oldstyle hearing aids, which she said
were ‘big and ugly’, and made her feel
very low.
‘Where I work now [on a makeup
counter] is very loud, so it’s important
that I can block out background noise
and focus on the customer’s voice,’
she added.
Kellie has since been fitted with Siemens’ Reflex hearing aids, which aim
to reduce background noise: perfect
for Kellie’s needs.
‘My colleagues, friends and family
have definitely seen a change in my

personality since I’ve had the equipment fitted,’ she says. ‘They say I
am more confident, my speech has
improved and they no longer have to
tap me on the shoulder to get my attention. Customers used to be very
impatient with me, but now I can hear
them properly and get my job done
quicker.’
Kellie chose to have a pink Reflex fitted to fit in with her ‘girly-girl’ image.
‘I love showing it off!’ Kellie said. ‘I
really hated the brown ones, but now
this one makes me feel like more like
a lady.’
Kellie said that she would ideally
like to see interchangeable colours for
the aids in the future, which could be
changed to suit the user’s mood or
outfit.
‘I think having a wide range of
colours is important for younger users,
because they need to be happy and
confident with what they’re wearing,’
advises Kellie.
How does Kellie think audiologists
can make hearing aids more appealing
to younger wearers? ‘Ultimately, it is
down to the individual,’ she explains.
‘But if they provide a really good
sound and are attractive I think people
will be more inclined to wear them.’

Photo: Courtesy of Siemens
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‘Colleagues, friends and
family have definitely
seen a change in my
personality’ – Kellie

Guide on cochlear
implantation for
deafblind children

‘Apprentice’ challenge
raises huge amount
of money for charity

THE national deafblind charity Sense
has joined forces with The Ear Foundation to develop a publication, Deafblindness and Cochlear Implantation,
which is the first of its kind
to focus purely on implantation for congenital Deafblind
children.
Working with deafblind
children presents cochlear
implant (CI) teams with
unique challenges. Teams
who already have experience
of working with children with
complex needs will probably
have many of the necessary
resources in place. But the
booklet considers additional factors
which are unique to this particular
group.
A number of personal stories in the
booklet also examine the whole process of CI from assessment, through
to day-to-day issues of the child wearing the CI, as well as the outcomes
families have observed in their children.
The post-operative learning process for the deafblind/multisensory
impaired child is also covered, along
with the close collaboration between
the cochlear implant team and the

A DEAF children’s charity has received
a donation of nearly £6,000 through
an innovative fundraising challenge.
The Elizabeth Foundation, based in
Cosham in Hampshire, teamed up with
Groupama Insurances, a UK insurance company with a centre in Portsmouth. Together they created an TV
Apprentice-style task with a twist – a
fundraising challenge for two teams of
Groupama’s employees.
Each team was given just £100 by
Groupama and then challenged to
raise £1,000 each. The money raised
will be used to fund baby development
sessions and ‘experience trips’ for the
children to places such as the seaside
or a farm. In total, the teams raised
£5,855 for The Elizabeth Foundation.
The fundraising idea enabled the
employees to adapt their training and
put it to the test in a fun and rewarding way. Each team, guided by The
Elizabeth Foundation, developed creative fundraising ideas in just 24 hours
and then carried them out over a week
in December.
One team successfully undertook
a very challenging ‘Virtual Swim To
France – and row back!’ on 11 and 12
December. They used facilities kindly
donated by the management of Port

education team to enable appropriate
follow-up activities to develop within
the child’s familiar territory.
Bev Mars, head of children and families services at Sense North,
said: ‘Deafblindness is a distinct disability. The provision
of cochlear implants can dramatically change the outlook
for children and adults with
deafblindness.
‘They have the potential
to allow the child or adult
to hear both environmental sounds and speech and
therefore making the world a
much more accessible place.
Sue Archbold, new chief executive of
The Ear Foundation, said: ‘We really
valued the collaboration with Sense
and the practical input from families,
which means this booklet will prove
extremely useful as a resource to professionals and families alike.
‘It is important that professionals
realise that the goal might not be to
acquire speech understanding and
spoken language and that is fine!’
If you would like a copy of the booklet, priced £8, please phone Stephen
McCarthy on 020 7014 2384 or email
stephen.mccarthy@sense.org.uk

Solent-based David Lloyd Fitness Club.
The team also hosted an evening fundraising event and organised a company-wide ‘Dress Down Day’ across all
Groupama Insurances’ offices.
The second team recruited brave
volunteers to take part in a sponsored
‘Santa Abseil’ down Portsmouth’s Civic
Offices on the 13 December, and also
a sponsored computer game marathon
at the company’s offices.
They asked senior managers to
personally sponsor experience days for
the children and sold specially designed Christmas cards and cakes.
Paul Picknett, corporate services director at Groupama Insurances, said:
‘This has been an exceptional opportunity for some of our brightest talent
to have a significant impact on their
local community through this exciting
fundraising challenge.
Shirley Metherell, founder and CEO
of The Elizabeth Foundation, told
Hearing Times: ‘The employees have
raised enough money to fund all of our
2009 children’s language development
experience trips. Our baby sessions
are also now fully funded for the first
four months of 2009. The fundraising
achievements through the challenge
greatly exceeded our expectations.’
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The Melissa Mostyn column

New column, and new
playwriting ingenuity

The beauty of practising contemporary visual art is the limitless scope
for imagination that it affords. It is
this that gives the critic incentive to
extend current interests to artistic
disciplines that would formerly never
get a second glance.
Although multidisciplinary art has
existed for decades now, Deaf Arts
seem not to have quite reached that
stage yet. Of course, exceptions such
as Aaron Williamson and Sign Dance
Collective spring to mind, although
these tend towards the ‘deaf and
disabled’ sensibility rather than a
specific deaf cultural focus.
Within the creative Deaf/BSL community, the divide between the performing and visual art remains. One
rarely sees deaf performers at art
gallery private views, while deaf visual artists becoming extras on BBC
TV’s Switch don’t count as multidisciplinary: they just need the money.
Hence this column. Each month, an
aspect of Deaf Arts will be covered in
the form of a review, opinion piece
or profile. Not that one hopes to
generate a school of multidisciplinary
creative thinking: perish the thought.
Rather, the aim is to explore and celebrate Deaf Arts in its entirety.
So it begins with Deafinitely Theatre. Their last production, Lipstick
and Lollipops – Charlie Swinbourne’s
playwriting debut – didn’t impress,
due to a storyline rather too reminiscent of Eastenders to feel truly
original, and a habit for characters to
appear at cross-purposes, confounding all sense of time and space.
Given the company’s past output,
however – exploring cochlear implant
politics, Nazi deaf genocide, and
dysfunctional family life – it could
be safely assumed that future plays
would not repeat such mistakes.
Indeed, both Deafinitely Creative
– a showcase of eight pieces by
deaf writers – and Double Sentence,
Deafinitely Theatre’s new work-inprogress, both of which were staged
at Oval House Theatre over two
nights, showed evidence of both a
return to form and potential for further ingenuity.
It would be impossible to detail
every one of the eight shorts-inprogress, developed over four
intensive monthly sessions in London
following a week-long residential
writing course in Shropshire.

Nevertheless Mary-Jayne Russell de
Clifford’s Buttercup (a charming story
about an orphaned nun trying to
avoid the laundry man’s attentions),
Aliya Gulamani’s Energy (love and
life in an unusual industrial climate)
and Norma McGilp’s Hold The Line
(a cracking dialogue between a deaf
woman and her interpreter wrestling
for control) should all be noted.
More anticipation was reserved for
Double Sentence. Taking place on a
black stage – unadorned save for a
white-tape floor grid – the story concerns Tom Fry (Matthew Gurney), a
deaf BSL user adapting to prison life.
After attempts to co-operate with
staff and inmates fail to overcome
the linguistic barrier, he is visited by
Anna (Emma Case), a clinical psychologist with sign language skills,
who could provide a lifeline he needs.
Sadly, the respite is short-lived:
another psychologist, Mary (the
estimable Caroline Parker), brought
in for a second opinion, lacks Anna’s
communication skills and misinterprets Tom’s frustrated requests as an
act of insanity. As a result, solitary
confinement is recommended.
So far, so expected. This was classic
issues-driven theatre that drew from
four months’ research involving deaf
prisoners and ex-offenders for the
first time and Deafinitely Theatre’s
own political inclinations.
But its lucidity was a surprise. A
20-minute preview following just two
weeks of script development this
might have been, but Double Sentence indicated an impeccably tight,
absorbing story that brought home
the appallingly bleak prognosis many
deaf BSL prisoners face, commanding strong performances all round.
Co-writers Andrew Muir – an actor
and playwright responsible for the
award-winning Green Grass, Push
(selected as Time Out Critic’s Choice)
and The Owl’s Nest – and Paula
Garfield, Deafinitely’s Artistic Director, hope to go on national tour with
Double Sentence in late 2009 once
scripting is complete.
One looks forward to what could lie
in store – although not necessarily
for poor Tom.
Visit www.deafinitelytheatre.co.uk
for news of future developments.
Melissa Mostyn

Deaffest 2008 opens
new opportunities
to deaf filmmakers
A FESTIVAL which celebrates the talents and achievements of deaf filmmakers took place between the 28 and
30 November.
Deaffest, the UK’s only Deaf-led film
and television festival, took place at
Light House in Wolverhampton and
also included a conference entitled
‘Opening Doors to New Channels’,
which looked at how deaf filmmakers
can successfully pitch for their own
short or feature film and planning for
the future of a new Deaf TV channel
and opportunities opening up on the
internet.
The tenth festival to be held in
Wolverhampton since 1998, the event
attracts films directed and produced
by deaf filmmakers from all around
the world which are showcased to
Deaf and hearing audiences.
A special slot of the festival was
dedicated to young deaf filmmakers to
showcase their films and nurture their
talents. The Saturday-night gala event
was hosted by Miss Deaf World 2008
Rosanna Mazzocchio, and featured
exclusive premiere screenings.
The festival saw attendances of over
1,500 with a diverse mix of deaf and
hearing filmmakers, media practitioners, industry organisations, students

and the general public from across the
UK and overseas.
Filmmaker William Mager, whose film
Stilletto was shown at the Saturday
night Gala, said ‘Deaffest is one of
the only events in the UK where deaf
filmmakers can show their work on the
big screen, and get the feedback and
respect of their peers.
‘It can be a very rewarding experience. I think it’s really important for
deaf people to be able to show what
they can do, and for them to be given
an opportunity to tell the stories that
they want to tell.
‘These stories can be about anything
at all – whether it’s Deaf culture, or
everyday life, or the surreal. Above all,
what Deaffest does so well is give deaf
people a voice on screen,’ he added
Last year, the festival was awarded
funding from the UK Film Council Festival Fund for its development over the
next three years in recognition of the
importance of the festival.
Filmmaker Louis Neethling, whose
film Horatio was screened, said: ‘I
think Deaffest is important to both the
UK and International Deaf community
because we are inspiring new Deaf
filmmakers, producers, animators,
writers to make new Deaf films.

Clearer
hearing
is within
your reach
Click Hearing
offers you…
• Friendly and highly
qualified staff
• Huge range to suit
all budgets
• Independent and
impartial advice
• State of the art equipment
• 45 day trial period PLUS
no quibble money back
guarantee

For more information or to book a FREE hearing test, quote HT1 when you call now on
Double Sentence tells the story of a deaf BSL user trying to adapt to prison life

0800 6121 345 or visit www.clickhearing.com
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MP3s can damage your hearing
EU research shows people have their music players turned up too loud

Where you
can get hold
of protective
equipment
At Hearing Times we know how
important your hearing is, and we
want to help you keep yours in
good condition for as long as possible. Below we have summarised
some of the major manufacturers
of protective hearing equipment,
ranging from everyday-use earplugs to top of the range equipment to take out on tour.

Ultimate Hearing Protection Systems
supply earplugs to professional motorcyclists, including Ewan McGregor
and Charley Boorman for their TV
documentary ‘Long Way Down’. They
also provide Walkman Moulds which
slip over the top of conventional earphones.

Safety Supplies have a wide range of
hearing proection, from standard earplugs to industrial strength defenders.
They even have a range of brightly
coloured kids ear muffs to keep young
ears in tip-top condition. For the music
fans among you, they have a range of
earplugs that come in a handy PocketPak carry case which fit easily into any
pocket.
ACS Hearing Protection
Advanced Communication Solutions
is the only authorised UK manufacturer and distributor of custom made
ER products. Artists such as Pendulum and Babyshambles are fans of
their T1 and T2 monitors for their live
performances. They even offer a Gel
Service by which they keep permanent
imprints of your ears on file for four
years - ideal for touring musicians who
may lose their protectors! Visit www.
hearingprotection.co.uk for more info.

Have you been affected by
hearing loss caused by music?
We would like to hear your
story.
Contact us by emailing
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
or write to:
Hearing Times Ltd
The Lansbury Estate
102 Lower Guildford Road
Woking
Surrey, GU21 2EP
We look forward to hearing
from you!

By Gemma Davidson

Solution Two: turn it down

A new EU study has shown that
1 in 10 people who regularly use
personal MP3 or CD players could
suffer permanent hearing loss because they are listening to music
that is simply too loud.
It is thought that thousands of
people received MP3 players and
other music devices for Christmas,
so the problem looks set to get
worse. The RNID recently carried out a survey on shoppers to
check how loud their device was,
and a shocking 66% of users were
listening to music over 85 decibels
loud which, according to the World
Health Organisation, can cause
permanent damage to hearing
over time.
When the cumulative effects of
loud music at festive parties, bars
and clubs are added to an individual’s weekly dose of high volumes,
they risk premature hearing damage, the charity warns.
The research also found that
54% of MP3 player users tested
are risking permanent hearing
damage by listening to their devices at dangerously high volumes
for longer than the recommended
daily exposure limit.
Emma Harrison, RNID’s director of external affairs, warns: ‘Our
research found people around
the country are listening to their
MP3 players at unbelievably high
levels, with more than one in five
blasting their ears with sound levels of 100 decibels or more – the
equivalent of hearing a pneumatic
drill ten feet away.
‘One MP3 user was listening at
118 decibels for one hour each
day, a volume they shouldn’t be
exposed to for more than 11 seconds per day.
‘Many music lovers, already running the risk of damage through
listening to their MP3 players too
highly, will be partying to even
more loud music during the festive season, completely oblivious
to the danger to their hearing.’

An alternative, cheaper solution is
just to turn it down! Sounds easy,
but in practice it’s a different story.
‘With personal stereos and iPods,
turning down the right amount can
be tough, since manufacturers don’t
mark their volume dials in decibels.’
says Lisa.
‘Our own tests at the practice
have found that headphone maximum volumes ranged from 91 decibels to 121 decibels. The latter can
cause hearing damage in a matter
of seconds.
‘In general, remember the 60-60
rule – stereo headphones are safe
for up to 60 minutes a day of listening with digital music players at 60
per cent of their maximum volume.
But be sensible. Turn up for your
favourite track perhaps, but moderate the volume for general listening,’
she warns.
To assess whether your MP3 player is at a moderate level, try this
simple test. Play your mp3 player
at the level you usually use and ask
a friend to stand a few feet away.
If they are able to hear the music,
much less identify the song, your
music is probably too loud.
Newer mp3 players have the ability to set a maximum audio level.
Take advantage of that setting. If
you are a parent concerned about
your children’s hearing, there is
even a code so your children cannot
override your setting.
Apple also has a free download of
the software for some of their older
iPods. A safe level is about 80 decibels. On most players, that is about
two-thirds the maximum setting.
Lower is even better.
Another common mistake is having the volume too loud when you
first turn the player on. How often
have you blasted your eardrums accidentally because you didn’t know
the volume was up? Always turn the
volume down before you put earphones in your ears.
If you follow these simple steps,
you will be able to enjoy your music
for a long time yet!

‘With more people receiving MP3
players as Christmas gifts, it’s essential they’re aware of the risk and be
able to make informed choices and
take the steps to protect their hearing
so they ca enjoy music for longer,’ she
added.
Winner of the Audiologist of the Year
Title, Lisa Binns-Smith, is offering
these ingenious solutions to Hearing Times readers to help combat the
threat of hearing loss, and hopes this
latest research will open more ears to
good advice.
‘I have no desire to be a killjoy; I do
understand the appeal of loud entertainment,’ Lisa explains, ‘but the num-

ber of younger people with hearing
loss is dramatically increasing. And the
culprit seems to be noise – particularly
when delivered via loud headphones.’
One reason why headphone volumes
are set so dangerously high is because
music players are used in environments where general background
noise competes with the sound coming
from the personal stereo – especially
when used outdoors. The standard
headphones worn with MP3 players
simply rest in the bowl of the ear,
giving a poor acoustic seal and poor
reduction of background noise. This
leads to the wearer needing to increase the volume.

Solution One: audiology technology
To combat the issue of turning up to
hear, many audiologists are now offering custom-moulded ear pieces, into
which the standard earphones attach.
These tailored earphones are extra
ordinary, because they enable a much
better acoustic seal, allowing the
volume to be lowered and improving
sound quality.
‘If we can provide better earphone
technology to help people save their
hearing, then as an audiologist, that is
my job well done!’ says Lisa.
‘Our job is as much about hearing
preservation as it is about fitting hearing aids,’ she added.

Musician’s Union urges players to join its regular check-up scheme
THE Musician’s Union, the official body
that represents musicians at all levels,
has invaluable advice for anyone who
considering a career in the arts.
High sound levels are an integral
part of a musician’s life but exposure
to high sound levels over long periods
of time can permanently damage your
hearing. Exposure to excessive noise
levels, whether through short bursts
of very loud noise or by long-term exposure to loud noise, can damage the
inner ear hair cells, making your hear-

ing less acute. The MU recommends all
musicians undertake regular hearing
tests to monitor their hearing.
The Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005 (CNWR) came into force
in February 2006 and the music and
entertainment sectors were given a
two-year transitional period to draw up
their own guidance document to assist
those operating in the sectors comply
with the CNWR.
Local authority enforcement officers
ensure that all premises comply with

the regulations’ requirements. They
have powers to serve a Health and
Safety improvement notice if employers/premises breach the regulations.
They can even prosecute if they determine the situation is serious enough.
The Musicians Union, working in
partnership with the Musicians Hearing Services, has developed a hearing health surveillance scheme. The
Musicians Hearing Passport is the
freelance musician’s key to ensuring
that your hearing is protected and that

you are in compliance with the Control
of Noise at Work Regulations 2005
(CNWR).
With the introduction of the CNAR,
effective in April 2008 for the music
and entertainment sectors, there is a
clear emphasis on the requirement of
employers to provide hearing health
surveillance.
The purpose of the passport is to:
n Increase awareness of the risk of
hearing damage;
n Reduce the risk of hearing damage;

n Publicise the provision of health surveillance among freelancers;
n Promote the use of hearing protection when necessary;
n Ensure that hearing protection is
used properly.
The ‘passport’ also includes details
of certified training and health surveillance undertaken by the freelancer
provided by qualified audiologists at
selected locations throughout the UK.
To find out more, visit www.musician
union.org.uk or www.soundadvice.info.

‘Hearing is for life,
not just for the gig’
HearingTimes Editor Gemma Davidson recently caught up
with renowned UK drummer Robin Guy – who has suffered
from tinnitus for 15 years – to discuss the importance of
hearing in a music career. Here is what he had to say
‘I HAVE had constant ringing in my
ears for about 15 years now. The thing
about hearing, like any other sense
or ability, is that you don’t realise just
how important it is until you start to
lose it. We take it all for granted and
that attitude needs to change. The
problem I have is that I am a drummer by trade, I’ve been a drummer
for a very long time and drums are
very loud, and when you play gigs, the
gigs are loud too. Then you have the
guitarist turn [the volume] up, then
the bassist turns [the volume] up too,
so the drummer has to hit the drums
harder.
‘When you’re on stage and playing, the singer, guitarists and bassists
have the luxury of being able to move
around to find their perfect zone of
“just enough noise” to be able to rock
out for the gig. The drummer is sat on
a stool with a snare drum between his
or her legs for the entire gig. I’m not
sure of the official decibel level but it’s
got to be like a rifle going off right by
your ear. That is sitting there about a
foot away from your ear for about two
hours a night at least.
‘When you’re young, your ears are
resilient; you can go to a gig and they
don’t tend to ring too much afterwards. As you start to go to more
gigs, they might ring for about a day
or so afterwards, and you think ‘Wow
that was a really loud gig we went to
last night’ like it’s some sort of trophy.
At one point in my career my ears just
kept ringing. That point was in about
1993.
‘I can still hear enough not to consider
myself as “deaf”, I just don’t want
the situation to get worse. Day-today it affects me in that I have to put
subtitles up on DVDs, and turn the
volume up on the TV slightly louder
than most people. I also notice it when
I am talking to people and they start
to mumble or turn their face away, I
can’t make out what they’re saying
anymore.
‘I don’t want to lose my drumming
career because of my hearing, I don’t
think any musician does, so now I protect my ears. I carry earplugs around
with me all the time on a keyring in a
little sachet. That way when I go to a
gig, playing or watching, or a nightclub, or any loud place, I can just whip
them out, slip them in and enjoy it
without worrying about the damage.
‘I started protecting my hearing
after it was too late. In rehearsal
years ago we used to have squashy
foam plugs that would expand to fit
inside your ears. These were great for
protecting your hearing, but everything was muffled; you would get the
‘head in a fishbowl’ effect as we used
to call it. If you want to hear clarity,
or a guitar solo or the vocals, or if a
section of a song is quiet, it would just
sound muffled with those plugs, and
that was no good for me. If we had an

Robin Guy: ‘I’m not sure of the decibel
level but its got to be like a rifle going off’
important gig where I wanted to hear
everything I would just take them out.
My performance was better but my
hearing was suffering.
‘The earplugs I use now are tripleflanged ones so I can adjust how
much noise I want blocked out without
compromising on clarity. It’s a personal thing though. There are so many
earplugs available now that you need
to find what works for you. You can
get specially moulded plugs, or the
foam ones, or the ones that I use.’
‘If you’re serious about starting a
career in music, which involves touring
constantly with no time for your ears
to recover between shows, I would
say that you need to be aware of your
hearing and try out different types of
plugs to suit you. Your hearing is for
life afterall, not just for the gig!
‘I was in Sweden, and I noticed that
the audience are issued with earplugs
on their way into the gig. They were
just the disposable foam plugs, which
can’t cost a lot to be produced. It
meant that the audience could continue going to gigs for their whole
lives without causing themselves any
damage.
‘There is still a taboo in this country
around wearing earplugs; it’s almost
a sign of weakness. But the thing is
you need to protect your hearing! It’s
your own stupidity if you don’t protect
yourself.
n Catch Robin playing with Rachel
Stamp at the Islington Academy
on 10th April. Visit the website
www.myspace.com/robinguy for
more information, but don’t forget
your earplugs!
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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Some Trace of Her
National Theatre,
London
Assisted by Stagetext

A man sits alone on a jolting train. A
bright light appears. Another train is
passing in the rain. Or is it?
There is no train. There isn’t even a
carriage; the entire scene is false. The
train is just a bright torch. The jolting is merely the man bobbing up and
down and the rain is a spraying bottle
of water. The only thing real is the
man and the pane of glass.
Even so, it’s still thrilling to behold,
because, while the disappointing stage
anarchy plays out below, it’s also being filmed and projected onto a black
and white screen above. No more is it
second-rate and unfulfilling. It becomes
a wonder of modern technology all
brought about by camera angles.
Inspired by Dostoevsky’s The Idiot,
Katie Mitchell has created a work of
pure fantastical genius. ...some trace
of her tells the story of Nastasya, her
husband, her lover and her lover’s
wife. The plot is made clearer if you’re
familiar with The Idiot. Even so, it’s
not impossible to follow the basic plot,
although things don’t really click into
place until half-way through when you
know enough to work out what’s actually going on.
The sheer simplicity of the acting
and props below serve to heighten the
emotion and drama. The only let-down
was being made to switch between the
captioning, the stage and the screen.
...some trace of her picks you up,
slaps you around the face, and demands you pay close attention to every
detail: a spectacular example of what
one can do with a little bit of ingenuity.

Poetry Corner
The Three Minute Wonder
The power of music
Often explained as transcending
Uplifting and eternal
Is given particular
Resonance when
Words and music
Come together
In song
None more so when
Manifest in form
Dismissed by mid-century
Exponent of the art as
‘the power of cheap music’
Irony and lightness of touch
At the heart of that talent
To amuse
Yet perceptive
And true

Snow White encounters the evil
queen in the London Deaf Drama
Group’s (inset) adaptation of the
classic fairy tale

Signed Snow White panto is a hit –

The London Deaf Drama Group staged three performances
of it’s widely acclaimed adapted pantomime, Snow White
andtheSevenDeafies,atthe RudolphSteinerHousetheatre
near Baker Street in London at the beginning of December.
All three performances sold out in advance of the shows.
Hearing Times’s theatre critic Chris Attewell-Hughes
caught up with the cast and crew before opening night
For the last two years the London
Deaf Drama Group (LDDG) has been
waiting in the wings while clasping
firmly to a hilarious script that would
signal its long awaited comeback.
Director, Fifi Garfield takes a moment
out of her hectic schedule to talk to
Hearing Times about how it all began...
Snow White and the Seven Deafies was co-written two years ago by
Fifi Garfield, Julian Peedle-Calloo, and
Clara Allardyce. After much preparation and immense pressure (a word
Fifi says doesn’t exist in her vocabulary), Snow White has completely sold
out. ‘Modern technology has helped
us in our success this time around
with text messages and emails. Also,
we haven’t done a production for four

Yours Abundantly
From Zimbabwe

I rise from desk
Head aching with effort
Of making sense of insensible
Or intractable
And select disk
For the player
The outpouring begins
The voice conveys emotion
Carried along by sound
Sublime in transport of delight,
Ballads of love and loss
Soulful appreciation
Bennett, Munro, Denver or Cole
A universe encapsulated
In three minutes of joy
WBR Jeremy

Oval House Theatre,
London
Captioned in-house

Writer Gillian Plowman astounds with
her new and insightful play, Yours
Abundantly, From Zimbabwe. Telling
the story of those left in the wake of
famine, disease and political strife,
Plowman successfully brings home just
how sickening their lives really are.
Following a visit to impoverished

This being her directing debut, Fifi’s
understandably excited yet apprehensive: ‘My main concern is that I
think quite a lot of hearing people that
are learning how to sign are coming.
They’re using it as an opportunity to
better their sign language skills. The

production is aimed at deaf people
because BSL is their first language.
If there is a high percentage of hearing people, I’d like to arrange another night for deaf people only. A bit
controversial, but that’s why it started.
That’s top secret. I haven’t actually
told anyone that, but that’s what I’m
thinking in the back of my head. It’s a
possibility.’
Snow White and the Seven Deafies
is a pantomime and no pantomime is
complete without a little seasonal anarchy. The ugly sisters are played by
men and snow white is played by Mark
Nelson. ‘Originally, we wanted Snow
White to be a beautiful BSL signer,
but the person that we asked had
other commitments. We thought we’d
allocate Mark the role of Snow White
and he’s hilarious. I’m worried that the
interpreters are going to laugh all the
way through,’ says Fifi.
Having appeared in multiple projects
such as King James & His Beau, BBC
See Hear’s Switch, a BT video-phone
advertisement, and Four Fingers and
a Thumb; Fifi is well established as a
deaf actress. With two awards to her
name already, her career is on the
rise. She says: ‘Roles can be quite difficult to come by. Most [directors] are

Zimbabwe just before the 2002 elections, Plowman met a young orphan
named Enock. She began writing to
him and other orphans who were
desperate to go to school. Soon they
become desperate for other things like
food and clothing. Yours Abundantly,
From Zimbabwe is told through these
letters and through the alias of Nell
Porter (Gillian Wright).
Nell is also battling her own obstacles. Her daughter, Georgia (Hannah
Boyde) is fiercely resentful of Nell’s interest in her pen friends. Arriving and
demanding a small sum of £20,000 for
a holiday, she’s devastated when she’s
told she might not get it. Although

Boyde’s acting is sometimes painful
and she occasionally seems better
suited to a bit part in Hollyoaks, her
character does point out the selfish
issues of the west when compared to
the obvious concerns of poorer countries.
All throughout, we’re pushed and
pulled from the orphans’ troubles to
Nell’s turbulent home life. It’s Violet
Masunda’s (Aïcha Kossoko) conflict
that really points us in the right direction. Mugabe is said to be sending in
police to tear up homes of women in
her group which opposes his regime.
Her touching speech about his presidency leads to her “accidental” death.

years so it’s been much anticipated,’
says Fifi.
The LDDG began without the convenience of modern technologies back in
1986 with Alex Cranwell and his colleague, Bernard. The decision came to
start up the group after being invited
to a Spanish theatre event for deaf patrons. During a rather close badminton
match, Fifi was asked if she’d like to
contribute and she’s been with them
ever since.
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What’s on guide
20 January 2009
13:30 Aladdin (Pantomime) New Theatre
Cardiff BSL interpreted
20 January 2009
19:00 Cinderella (Pantomime) Plymouth
Theatre Royal Captioned in-house

Photo: courtesy of London Deaf Drama Group

23 January 2009
19.30 Wicked (Musical) Apollo Victoria
Theatre (London) Captioned by Stagetext

– oh yes it is
not sure about how to handle sign language. For those that do take a risk,
it works very well. My sister, Paula has
been involved in Shakespearian theatre and in the play her character is
raped and her tongue is cut out. These
are the kind of roles that we have to
go for as deaf actors, but there are
a lot out there and I have a lot of TV
roles.
I’ve also been selected to do a short
comedy film in January about a hearing family and a deaf family. I’m the
mother. I can’t believe that. I don’t
feel I’m old enough. They’ll have to
put a lot of makeup on.’
The LDDG is non-profit and all its
contributors are volunteers. Without
generous donations and people like
Fifi, Mark, Julian, and Clare working
their fingers to the bone, it’s entirely
possible that the LDDG might not
survive the oncoming global recession.
However, after its undeniable success,
this year’s production will hopefully
prompt more performances in the
future. It would be only too tragic if
something so vital to the deaf community simply slips away.
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

She’s hit by a police van on her way
back from her last meeting. If that
wasn’t heartbreaking enough, Violet’s
husband and head-teacher of the local
school, Boniface Masunda (Nicholas
Beveney), is later arrested on suspicion of “evil government opposition”.
If nothing else, Gillian Plowman’s
reflective account of life in Zimbabwe under the Mugabe regime paints
a striking contrast. While we worry
about how often our wheelie bins are
collected, mothers in Africa worry
whether they’ll live long enough to
support their children past puberty.
It’s a wake-up call for anyone who
thinks charity should start at home.

24 January 2009
13.00 A Midsummer Night’s Dream
(Play) Novello Theatre (London) Captioned
by the Royal Shakespeare Company
14.30 Cabaret (Musical) Lyceum Theatre
(Sheffield) Captioned by Stagetext
14.30 Wicked (Musical) Apollo Victoria
Theatre (London) Captioned by Stagetext
15:00 Roaring Trade (Play) Soho Theatre
(London) BSL interpreted
25 January 2009
12:00 The Singing Kettle - Musical
Toyshop (Children’s) Edinburgh Festival
Theatre BSL interpreted
28 January 2009
20:00 Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
(Play) Lakeside Arts Centre (Nottingham)
BSL interpreted
29 January 2009
14.30 Boeing Boeing (Comedy) Lyceum
Theatre (Sheffield) Captioned by Stagetext
31 January 2009
14.00 West Side Story (Musical) The Mayflower Theatre (Southampton) Captioned by
Stagetext
3 February 2009
19.30 Mary Poppins (Musical) Manchester
Palace Theatre Captioned by Stagetext
4 February 2009
13:30 Baa Moo Yellow Dog (Children’s)
Half Moon Young People’s Theatre (London) Integrated performance
14.30 Mary Poppins (Musical) Manchester
Palace Theatre Captioned by Stagetext
18:00 Mother Goose (Gatwick Airport
Pantomime Society) (Pantomime) Hawth
Theatre (Crawley) BSL interpreted
19:30 Twelfth Night (Play) Donmar
Warehouse at Wyndham’s Theatre (London)

Captioned by Stagetext
5 February 2009
13.30 and 19:00 Baa Moo Yellow Dog
(Children’s) Half Moon Young People’s
Theatre (London) Integrated performance
19:00 Mother Goose (Gatwick Airport
Pantomime Society) (Pantomime) Hawth
Theatre (Crawley) BSL interpreted
19:30 Tons of Money (Play) Edinburgh
King’s Theatre Captioned in-house
19:30 Roaring Trade (Play) Soho Theatre
(London) Captioned in-house
19:30 Lloyd George Knew My Father
(Play) Marlowe Theatre (Canterbury) BSL
interpreted
6 February 2009
19:30 Tons of Money (Play) Edinburgh
King’s Theatre BSL interpreted
19:30 Mother Goose (Gatwick Airport
Pantomime Society) (Pantomime) Hawth
Theatre (Crawley) BSL interpreted
20:30 Flashdance The Musical (Musical)
Birmingham Hippodrome BSL interpreted
7 February 2009
11:00 and 14.00 Baa Moo Yellow Dog
(Children’s) Half Moon Young People’s
Theatre (London) Integrated performance
14.00 Othello (Play) Warwick Arts Centre
(Coventry) Captioned by the Royal Shakespeare Company
14:30 and 19.30 Mother Goose (Gatwick
Airport Pantomime Society) (Pantomime)
Hawth Theatre (Crawley) BSL interpreted
19:30 Cabaret (Musical) Plymouth Theatre
Royal Captioned in-house
8 February 2009
14:30 Mother Goose (Gatwick Airport
Pantomime Society) (Pantomime) Hawth
Theatre (Crawley) BSL interpreted
9 February 2009
10:30 and 13.30 Baa Moo Yellow Dog
(Children’s) Half Moon Young People’s
Theatre (London)
Integrated performance
10 February 2009
10:30 and 13.30 Baa Moo Yellow Dog
(Children’s) Half Moon Young People’s
Theatre (London) Integrated performance
19:30 A Voyage Round My Father (Play)
New Vic, Newcastle under Lyme,
Captioned in-house

11 February 2009
10:30 and 13.30 Baa Moo Yellow Dog
(Children’s) Half Moon Young People’s
Theatre (London) Integrated performance
19:15 Skin Deep (Opera) Opera North at
Grand Theatre Leeds BSL interpreted
19:30 Othello (Play) Hackney Empire
Captioned by the Royal Shakespeare Co.
19:30 Tamerlano (Opera) Opera by Definition at The Opera House, Tunbridge Wells
BSL interpreted
20:00 How the Other Half Loves (Comedy) Queen’s Theatre Hornchurch (London)
Captioned in-house
12 February 2009
19.30 The Lion King (Musical) Lyceum
Theatre (London) Captioned by Stagetext
19:30 Absolutely Frank (Comedy) Oldham Coliseum Theatre BSL interpreted
19:30 Blood Brothers (Musical) Edinburgh
Festival Theatre BSL interpreted
19:45 The Hounding of David Oluwale
(Play) West Yorkshire Playhouse (Leeds)
BSL interpreted
13 February 2009
10:30 and 13.30 Baa Moo Yellow Dog
(Children’s) Half Moon Young People’s
Theatre (London) Integrated performance
19.30 An Inspector Calls (Play) Birmingham Repertory Theatre Captioned in-house
19:30 Blood Brothers (Musical) Edinburgh
Festival Theatre Captioned in-house
14 February 2009
14.30 Where There’s a Will (Drama) Rose
Theatre (Kingston) Captioned by Stagetext
16:00 True Love Lies (Play) Royal Exchange Theatre Manchester BSL interpreted
16 February 2009
19.30 West Side Story (Musical) Theatre
Royal (Newcastle-Upon-Tyne) Captioned
in-house
19:30 Be Near Me (Play) Donmar Warehouse (London) BSL interpreted
19:30 Gethsemane (Play) National Theatre
(NT) (London) Captioned by Stagetext
18 February 2009
19.30 Othello (Play) Northern Stage (Newcastle upon Tyne) Captioned by the Royal
Shakespeare Company
19.30 Complicit (Drama) The Old Vic Theatre (London) Captioned in-house
19:30 The Winslow Boy (Play) Salisbury
Playhouse BSL interpreted
20:00 Abnormally Funny People (Play)
Soho Theatre (London) Captioned in-house
20:00 How the Other Half Loves (Comedy)
Queen’s Theatre Hornchurch (London) BSL
interpreted

Deaf artists bring a ‘different
view’ to West Midlands gallery
TIME is running out to visit a gallery
in the Midlands where an exhibition by
deaf artists is being showcased.
Wolverhampton Art Gallery and Museums are working in partnership with
the UK’s first purpose-built Deaf Cultural Centre to exhibit the work of the
Cultural Centre’s Deaf Arts Network.
The network, established in April
2007, supports Deaf Artist’s by bringing their work to new audiences and
has delivered projects with a host of
partners including the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra and the Ikon
Gallery, Brindley Place, Birmingham.
This latest partnership is the brain
child of Francis Neilsen, outreach of-

ficer for Wolverhampton Art Gallery
and Museum Service, who has been
liaising with the Deaf Cultural Centre
to bring the Artists work to the Bilston
Gallery. The exhibition, entitled ‘Different View’, explores the perception
of the Artist’s world seen through their
eyes.
Artists exhibiting at the gallery in
Mount Pleasant, Bilston, include Linda
Bagnall – a ceramics and sculpture
specialist based in Stafford, digital
print artist Sunny Chana, Iva Hay –
illustrationist and painter, and Oliver
Jammin – a well known contemporary
deaf artist in his own right.
All of the works on display will be

varied in form and style but are linked
through communication of ideas,
concepts or the messages contained to
convey the artist’s unique view of the
world around them.
The exhibition will be running until
7 February, and will include two Saturday workshops to learn some of
the artistic techniques used from the
artists themselves. The workshops
are open to everyone and British Sign
Language (BSL) Interpreters have
been booked to ensure communication
is accessible.
For more information, please visit
www.wolverhamptonart.org.uk/bilston.visit or text Francis Nielsen on

Campaigner
is all fired up
12 people

HEARING-impaired Duncan White is a
fireman on a mission – to promote the
cause of disabled people working in
the fire and rescue services
Duncan a flexible duty station manager with Devon & Somerset Fire and
Rescue Service. He joined Somerset
Fire Brigade in 1987 and has served in
varying operational and training roles
having been promoted to his current
position as a group support officer in
2004.
Duncan became aware that his hearing was deteriorating in 2002 – preDisability Discrimination Act (DDA)
– and was faced with the uncertainty
of his future within the service. ‘At
that time, you were expected to retire
if you suffered a disability of any sort,
including deafness,’ Duncan explains.
‘I wasn’t ready to retire: I loved being
a fire-fighter too much.’
Through his individual research and
medical examinations he was diagnosed with otosclerosis and noiseinduced hearing loss, most probably
caused by his line of work. Hearing
aids were prescribed in 2003 and Duncan was able to carry on his career.
Having gathered information about
the DDA, Duncan set about forming
the National Disabled Fire Association
(of which he is chairman) in 2003 with
the aim of ensuring that all personnel within the fire and rescue service

‘family’ were able to call upon help
and advice relating disability.
Recalling the isolation and concerns
that he himself had experienced, Duncan resolved to turn his experience
towards supporting others within the
fire service who may be living with or
affected by disability. With colleagues
Barbara North and Andy Oaker from
Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue
Service, and supported by Michelle
Valentine from Disability Forward, the
vision of a national network was born
– the NDFA.
The association’s aims are to:
- Ensure that UK Fire and Rescue Service (UK FRS) employees, living with
and affected by disability are managed
and supported appropriately to meet
their own needs and those of the UK
FRS;
- Support the UK FRS in the promotion
of effective and sustainable equality
outcomes for disabled citizens in the
community at large;
- Work with the UK FRS to promote
positive relations with disabled people
in the community.
The establishment of the NDFA has
been a slow and often frustrating
process, but progress is being made
and a number of significant milestones
having been achieved, such as:
Consultation day took place with
stakeholders in 2007;
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Duncan White:
a fireman with
damaged hearing
whose tireless work
has helped form the
National Disabled
Fire Association

- Business case written;
- Constitution drafted;
- Regular meetings with Communities and Local Government (CLG) and
Chief Fire Officers Association (CFOA);
- Charity status achieved in early
2008;
- Pump-priming funding made available from CLG.
The NDFA continue to work with all
fire and rescue service stakeholders
and currently sit on numerous equality
and diversity forums. Plans for 2008
include:
- Inaugural NDFA conference;
- Launch of NDFA website;
- Framework for long-term funding of
NDFA.
Since helping to start up the NDFA,
Duncan has fought tirelessly for equality in the work environment for people
with disabilities.

Some financial assistance had been
given by the Disability Rights Commission to help establish a network,
but sustainable financial backing is
still needed. Dedicated personnel and
volunteers to administer and evolve
the network are in short supply: Duncan and his colleagues have very full
‘day jobs’ and it is just not feasible to
incorporate this work as an add-on.
In March 2008, the NDFA was formally recognised and registered as a
charity by the Charity Commission.
Working with partners such as CFOA,
the CLG and the LGA (Local Government Association), it is hoped that
the network can be formally launched
sometime this year, with a conference
open to all fire and rescue Service
personnel living with and affected by
disability. Visit www.ndfa.info for more
information.
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Billy is January’s pooch
ELEVEN-year-old Tilli Nixon is a special
girl as she is one of only a handful of
children in the UK to benefit from a
team hearing dog: a hearing dog specially trained to help a deaf child.
Billy is a handsome Labrador golden
retriever cross that came to Hearing
Dogs for Deaf People from Guide Dogs
when he was a puppy. Even aged two
months he had the gentle and bidd
able temperament required of a hearing dog that would suit a deaf child.
As with every hearing dog puppy,
Billy went to live with a volunteer socialiser. As he had been earmarked for
his future special role, Billy was placed
with a socialiser in the south west of
England where puppy classes are held
at The Royal Academy for the Deaf in
Exeter. This allowed him to mix with
deaf children from a very early age,
and his extraordinary caring nature
became apparent. He completed his
soundwork training and finally went
to live with Tilli in March 2008, and

began immediately to make a real difference to her life.
For most of her life Tilli had always
worn her hair long to cover up her
hearing aids. However, that changed
when Billy came to stay, as Tilli’s mum
Angela explains: ‘Before Billy arrived
Tilli was very shy and really hated to
tell people she was deaf. Now, she is
happy and proud to tell everyone Billy
is her hearing dog, and even shows off
her hearing aids with pride!
‘The first night Billy came to stay
was the first time in Tilli’s whole life
that she felt secure enough to sleep in
her own room,’ she added.
Where a hearing dog for a deaf adult
alerts their owner to sounds by touching with his paw, a team hearing dog
will tell a deaf child about a sound by
nudging them with his nose. Dogs for
the team hearing dog project are selected and trained for their gentle and
biddable nature and sociability.
Billy alerts Tilli to the alarm clock;

Girl’s best friend: Tilli Nixon with Billy (Photo: Courtesy of Hearing Dogs)
carries messages in a purse from
Angela to Tilli; will fetch Tilli when
Angela sends him to find her; and he
also alerts her to danger sounds such
as the smoke alarm or fire siren in
public places.
Although the sound work provides
Tilli with increased independence and
confidence, Billy offers her much more
than that. Team hearing dogs have a
marked positive effect on the development of the deaf children with whom
they are partnered, particularly in
terms of self-confidence, self-esteem
and social interaction with peers and

A SEVERELY deaf pre-school assistant
has been named joint ‘Newcomer of
the Year’ at the Nursery World magazine’s inaugural awards ceremony,
thanks to the help of a special fourlegged friend.
Diane Duffield, from Gosport in
Hampshire, says she owes a great deal
of her achievement to the support she
receives from her hearing dog Joey, a
lively cocker spaniel.
Diane is severely deaf, and doubted
she would ever be able to work in
childcare. However, with the support
of Joey, she has fulfilled her dream
and now works full time for Steady
Steps pre-school in Gosport.
Diane’s hearing loss has impacted on
her life since her teens. At the age of
16, she was shocked to be told of her
disability, and although she was given
hearing aids, Diane still struggled to
hear everyday sounds and was both
embarrassed and reluctant to admit
she was deaf.
Diane’s confidence was severely
affected and she told Hearing Times
how she felt isolated, vulnerable and a
failure. ‘When I first lost my hearing, I
was devastated; I thought my dream
of working in early years would be
over,’ she explains.
‘But thanks to the support of my
family and my manager at work I have
been able to fulfil my dream and, of
course, none of that would have been
possible without the confidence my
beautiful hearing dog Joey has given
me,’ she added.
Now Diane is a confident working
mother of two, bringing fun, support

Photo: courtesy of Hearing Dogs

Winner attributes award to her dog

Close partnership: Diane with spaniel Joey
and comfort to all the children she
works with and these achievements
supported her nomination for this
award.
Diane was nominated for the award
by Julie Pickthall, who is the manager
at Steady Steps. She said in the nomination: ‘Diane has thrived in her new
role, she has initiated an innovative
project to the pre-school introducing
sign language to the nursery through
stories, songs and all aspects of everyday life.
‘Diane is also helping the staff to
sign, not as an alternative to speech
but as an addition to it. It has instilled
in children and staff a real awareness
of deafness.’
Joey helps Diane at home too by
alerting her to everyday household
sounds such as the cooker timer, doorbell and smoke alarm, plus providing
reassurance to Diane with regard to

her children Kieron, 9, and Harrison,
5. Diane explains: ‘Being a mum, you
always worry about your children,
but when you can’t hear the sounds
around you or their cry, it is even
more of a concern.
‘Before Joey came, I couldn’t bear
the thought of my husband Carl going
out; I wouldn’t relax and would be
constantly thinking I heard something.
At night time, when I took my hearing aids out, I would be terrified that
I wouldn’t hear my boys if they were
to cry out; it made for lots of sleepless
nights.
‘Without her, I never would have
even contemplated attending college
and even admitting to people about
my disability. Having Joey has opened
doors for me that I never would have
thought possible.’
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People is a
registered charity that selects and
trains dogs to respond to specific
sounds. Hearing dogs alert deaf people
by touch, using a paw to gain attention and then lead them back to the
sound source. For sounds such as the
smoke alarm and fire alarm, the dogs
will lay down to indicate danger.
Whenever possible, the dogs are
selected from rescue centres, but
they are also donated by breeders
and members of the public, with the
remainder coming from the charity’s
own breeding scheme.
Since its inception in 1982, Hearing
Dogs for Deaf People – which makes
no charge is to recipients – has placed
1,500 hearing dogs.
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

adults. Indeed, Angela is convinced
that Billy’s presence has helped Tilli
to achieve improved exam results at
school, because of the increased confidence that he has brought her.
As one of the first children to benefit from a team hearing dog, Tilli is
delighted with the impact Billy has had
on her life. ‘Billy makes me feel safe
and happy,’ she says. ‘He helps me
with sounds I cannot hear: he wakes
me up in the morning and brings me
messages in a purse from my mum.
My friends think he is so clever because their dogs don’t do anything!’

Togs for Dogs
campaign gets
2009 revamp
NATIONAL charity Hearing Dogs for
Deaf People has launched its 2009
Togs for Dogs initiative with a newlook pack, and yet again it is proving
to be popular among children and
adults alike.
Togs for Dogs was first conceived in
2003 and, six years on, has been completely revamped. This unique campaign encourages children and adults
to learn about deafness, while raising
funds for the charity through various
fun and inspiring activities.
The campaign now provides five information packs, catering for children
aged 4, 5-7, 7-11, 11-14 and 14-16,
all of which are contained on a CD
The pack has been put together to
complement the National Curriculum,
and Curriculum for Excellence guidelines, containing fun and informative
exercises, activities and experiments
which can be developed throughout
the year. New features include making
a homemade hearing aid and a model
ear, a creative writing exercise and
designing an edible treat for a dog
The campaign aims to improve understanding of deafness and deaf communication techniques, and provides
an insight into how a hearing dog can
transform a deaf person’s life.
‘Togs for Dogs Day’ – one of the
highlights of Hearing Dogs Week – will
be celebrated on 5 June 2009. Email
togsfordogs@hearingdogs.org.uk.
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We try out the latest technology on the market so you know what to rely on.
If you would like us to review a product, email info@hearingtimes.co.uk
By HT REVIEWER: DAZ
PRODUCT
The Pocket Listenor
Manufactured by:
Conversor Limited
The Pocket Listenor is a hands-free
assistive listening device for use with
Telecoil-equipped hearing instruments.
It provides users with amplification
of nearby sound sources and can also be
connected directly to a CD player, iPod,
stereo/hi-fi, TV, computer, telephone or
other sound source with the jack to jack
cable provided. It is ideal for one to one
conversations.
The Pocket Listenor is worn around the
neck of the user and has easy to use on/off
switch and volume controls.
The Pocket Listenor has a rechargeable
battery and provides up to eight hours of
continuous use and comes with a one year
manufacturer’s guarantee.

Recommended Retail Price is
£79.95 plus VAT.
Review

The Pocket Listenor is really useful in one
to one conversations and can be used up to
a range of up to ten metres, depending on
the environment.
The speaker or sound source needs to be
broadly in front of the user to ensure the
best sound capture. It is ideal for users on

the move where it can be connected to an
Ipod or personal stereo system. We found
that different devices have different volume
outputs and some worked better with the
Pocket Listenor than others.
It is easy to use although the user has to
ensure that they put the charger into the
correct socket on the side of the unit. The
3.5mm jack socket on the top of the unit is
used for connecting to an audio source.
It has an excellent signal to noise ratio of
around 40dB and distortion of less than 5%
which means there is good sound quality.
The frequency range captured by the
device is between 100Hz and 8,000kHz
which is a broad enough spectrum for most
users. It does amplify the user’s own voice
as well as the sound source, however it
will allow greater amplification without
incurring feedback from the hearing aid.
There is no tone control, however the
manufacturer has set a relatively neutral
tone which is comfortable to listen to.

Overall assessment

This is a functional and practical device
which is lightweight and easy to carry and
use and represents value for money.

Upcoming Reviews

We will be reviewing a number of assistive
listening devices in early 2009. If you
have any products you would like reviewed
or have your own review you would like
to send us please send to Daz at Hearing
Times oninfo@hearingtimes.co.uk or
directly to Daz at Hearing Times Limited,
The Lansbury Estate, 102 Lower Guildford
Road, Woking, Surrey GU21 2EP

The Pocket Listenor

Deafness is
no barrier to
becoming a
sports coach

GB Deaf Football
launches calendar

An employment and training provider
that works with deaf people is launching a new sports coaching programme.
Dering Employment Services is running a sports coaching programme for
deaf and disabled people in south east
England.
The project, called Coachability, aims
to enable deaf or disabled people to
improve their leadership skills and
confidence, with the opportunity to
learn First Aid and to coach a specific
sport of their choice.
Those attending will gain the skills
required to become a qualified community coach, teaching sport to others
in local communities.
Through the Coachability project,
Dering Employment Services are offering a free five-day sports leadership course, a free Level 1 or 2 sports
coaching course in the sport of the
participant’s choice and a certified
emergency First Aid course.
Participants can also take part in volunteer placements and receive support
to find work after the courses end.
Dering Employment Services is
working in partnership with a number
of employment services to help access
volunteering or employment opportunities which will make the most of the
skills acquired on the courses.
Those organisations include the Royal National Institute of Blind People,
MAXIMUS Employment and Training
in Southampton, Career Development
Group of Portsmouth and the Isle of
Wight, and the Royal British Legion
Industries in Kent, Sussex and Surrey
and the YMCA in Reigate and Redhill.
For more information, please email
coachability@dering.biz, phone 020
8686 9606 or SMS 07920 797 313.

Great Britain Deaf Football have released a calendar for the new year,
featuring some of their best players,
to raise vital funds for the Deaflympics
in September.
Priced at £10, the full-colour calendar is available to buy at any Deaf
football match between now and
September (while stocks last), or from
any member of the GB squad.
2005 gold medallist Nick Beese, 30,
who plays for GB Men’s Deaf and Fulham Deaf FC, stripped for the calendar
to do his part for the Taipei 2009 trip.
Nick to Hearing Times: ‘Great Britain
Deaf Football squads financial situation
for participation in the Taiwan 2009
Deaflympics is very desperate: each
footballer has been asked to raise a
staggering £3,000 to represent their
country, as there is absolutely no support coming in from the government.
‘What convinced me to get my kit
off was the time and effort put in by
numerous volunteers which was heartening. To name a few – Aysin Halil, a
well-known talented up-and-coming
photographer who put together the
brilliant and diverse collection of shots
and Semhar Beyne who did an incredible job putting the slick and well
designed calendar together,’ he added.
All of the proceeds from the sale
of the calendar go straight to the GB
Deaf Football Deaflympics fund, which
is especially important for Nick as it
means he will be able to defend the
Men’s World Champion’s title.
The women’s team are looking to
improve on their bronze medal success at the last Deaflympic games in
Melbourne, Australia, in 2005.
Nick confessed to Hearing Times that
he was ‘wary’ about stripping off for

National
deaf squash
tournament
The annual National Deaf Squash
Championships are to be held in Manchester on the 14 and 15 February.
Any players who are deaf, defined as
having a hearing loss of at least 55dB
in the better ear (3 tone frequency
average of 500; 1000 and 2000 Hertz,
ISO 1964 Standard) are welcome to
come along and participate.
The preliminary rounds will be held
at the National Squash Centre, Sport
City, Rowsley Street, Manchester, from
9.30am-6pm on Saturday 14 February.
The Rebecca Macree Trophy Final will
take place on Sunday 15 February at
11am on the all-glass court.
For more information, please email
your details to: e_d_s_a@yahoo.
co.uk; Voice 01235 523821; sms
07816207735, or visit www.englandsquash.com.
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No dumb belle: deaf footballer Nick Beese pumps it up to raise money for Deafylmpics
the shoot, but admitted it was worth
any embarrassment in the end.
‘My first thought would be what my
parents would say to me getting my
kit off,’ Nick said.
‘Though I have found a way round

Calendar order form

this by telling them the calendar has
“sold out!” Which I think is working so
far,’ he added.
To get your calendar before they really do sell out, visit www.britishdeaffootball.com

To order a copy of the GB Deaf Football Calendar 2009,
complete this form and send to the address below

Please enter the quantity of calendars you would like to order (priced at £10 each + £1 P&P per order + 50p per
additional item)
Dear Sir/Madam,
I wish to order (please specify quantity desired) ………….copies of the GB Deaf Football Calendar 2009.
I enclose a cheque for (please specify amount) £……………………… + £1 P&P + 50p per additional item
Please make cheques payable to GB Women
Return completed cheques and forms to: Claire Harvey, 40 Sweet Bay Crescent, Ashford, Kent TN23 3QA
Enter your details below
Name/Title..................................................................................................................................................................
Delivery Address........................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................................
Postcode..................... Telephone............................................... Email address.......................................................

CALENDAR GIRLS UPSTAGED: Deaf gold
medallist Nick Beese is bearing – almost
– all for a good cause; to raise the money
needed for the GB deaf football squad to
attend the Deafylmpics in Taipei, Taiwan,
in September this year. You can help them
get there by buying their charity calendar.
Turn inside for the full story, page 15

Seven up for
Welsh rugby
celebrations
SEVEN tries helped the Wales Deaf rugby
team secure a 46-10 victory against a
combined England and Scotland XV at
Sardis Road, Pontypridd, Glamorgan.
The game, played to celebrate ten
years since the formation of the Wales
Deaf Rugby Union in 1998, saw a total
of nine tries scored in a free-flowing
game.
Wales started strongly and opened
the scoring after four minutes with a
try in the corner by Dunvant outside
half Richard Lewis.
The strong pack of the opposition
then took control to level scores after
20 minutes, with prop Brett Pruce
crashing over following some good
close work by the forwards.
Wales hit back almost immediately
with a scintillating score by Llandovery
centre Gareth John.
Good approach work by the forwards
released the home side’s pacy backline
to allow John to cross for an unconverted
try.
Their lead was extended after 30
minutes with full back Tim Parkinson
crossing. Outside-half Lewis nudged
Wales further ahead with a conversion
and a penalty to see them reach half
time with a 20 points to 5 lead.
Following the break, both sides
enjoyed periods of pressure in the
opposition 22, but it wasn’t until the
55th minute that prop Chris Ratcliffe
crossed for try with Lewis adding the
conversion.
Further tries followed for Wales with
winger Nigel Francis, Barry second
row Matt Campbell and forwards’
coach Tyrone Hughes getting on the
score-sheet. Outside-half Lewis ended
the game with a personal tally of 14
points.
A late consolation try on 80 minutes
by England forward Truther Bothma
was just reward for the visitors and a
fitting end to an entertaining game.

Can a round of golf
harm your hearing?
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A LEADING Suffolk hearing healthcare
specialist has expressed surprise at
the latest warning of risk to people’s
hearing.
According to scientists based at the
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, the
noise created when a golfer hits the
ball is sufficient to cause noise induced
hearing loss.
The report in the latest edition of the
British Medical Journal shows that when
the club hits the ball, especially with
more modern titanium clubs, levels of
between 110-120dB were recorded.
This was found to have reduced the
hearing of a 55-year-old golfer used in
the study.
The man had been playing with a King
Cobra LD titanium club three times a
week for 18 months and commented
that the noise of the club hitting the
ball was ‘like a gun going off’.
Noise-induced hearing loss can be a
consequence of exposure to excessive
noise levels – anything over 85dBa
would be considered excessive. The risk
of damage increases with increasing
noise levels.
Dr Malcolm Buchanan, an ear, nose and
throat specialist and one of the report’s
authors, said: ‘Our results show that
thin-faced titanium drivers may produce

Wrong pitch: golfers hitting balls with titanium clubs can cause noise levels up to 120dB
to be prolonged over a period of time.
‘I doubt that golfers enjoying a week
end round or two are seriously at risk,
but anyone who is worried should seek
a hearing test and perhaps use some
form of hearing protection,’ she says.
Karen added: ‘Now it seems golfers
need to take care, especially if they
are enthusiastic and are playing very
regularly.’

sufficient sound to induce temporary or
even permanent cochlear damage in
susceptible individuals. Wearing ear
plugs is a possibility, although it may
prove too radical for some.’
Karen Finch, who is the managing
director of the Hearing Care Centre
in Ipswich, says while it is true that
hearing damage can be caused by
noise levels over 85dBa, exposure has
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CHARITY CRICKET MARATHON
Employees from Vodafone recently
organised a ‘Dawn till Dusk’ sponsored
cricket marathon in support of Mary Hare
Foundation, the charity behind one of the
UK’s finest schools for the deaf. The
cricketers also offered the students the
chance to have a practice session in the
nets, which they all enjoyed. With
matched funding from Vodafone, the total
raised came to over £4,000, which will go
towards the ‘Lepus’ (Learning Enriched
through Parental Understanding and
Support) Appeal, to create a new information service for the families of deaf
children. Pictured are Sports Ambassadors, Max, Sophie and Pierre with the
cheque at the presentation this week.

Badminton ace wins top Deafylmpian title

A DEAF player has been named National
Badminton Veteran Champion of the
year for the second time running.
Rageev Bagga, who was named
Deaf Sportsman of the Year in 2007,
told Hearing Times he was ‘proud and
humbled’ to be given the accolade of
Deaflympian of the Century.
‘It is an amazing and very big honour
to get this title – the biggest that any
Deaf athlete or sportsman and woman
can receive,’ Rageev said.
I feel a big sense of gratitude for all
the support I have received from my
family and pride for both the countries,
India and England, that I have had

the privilege to represent and win for.’
Rageev has accumulated 14 gold
medals at the Deaflympics, and taken
two gold medals in a row from the World
Deaf Badminton Championships. In
total, he has scored 19 gold medals on
the international stage in badminton.
‘I am definitely going to participate
at the Deaflympics in Taipei this year,’
Rageev said. ‘I hope to break my own
World record and also hope to win a Gold
for my new country, Great Britain.’
As reported in past issues of Hearing
Times, Great Britain’s athletes have
had to raise their own funds to go to
Taipei due to the government diverting

funds to the Olympics and Paralympics
in 2012, and Rageev is no exception.
‘I have been told that given my track
record, if I lived in the USA, I would
have major brands like Yonex, Adidas,
etc and also the government backing
me,’ Rageev explains.
‘I hope that companies and authorities
in England and Europe will recognize my
potential and back me on a regular basis.
I have to spend a lot of effort to fund my
travel and participation expenses.’
‘Badminton is my life, and the
Deaflympics is the ultimate arena for
deaf sportsmen and women on the
planet,’ he added.
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